
Procrastination is Your Enemy
We all know that we can procrastinate. For those of us who are fastidious, it’s one of our bug-bears. But,
did you know we can procrastinate in our work for the Kingdom? That arena of procrastination usually
escapes us because we’re too busy with life to even give it some consideration.

Although the Trinity is gracious to us when we don’t do what we’re meant to do for them,  our dilly-
dallying actually holds up their plans. When countless believers procrastinate or ‘do their own thing’, it
becomes very apparent why the Manifestation of Sons and The Restoration of All Things hasn’t taken
place in the past 2,000 years.

Father made a point of bring procrastination to our attention in a recent message:

“Be diligent to accomplish all that I have set before you. Procrastination is your enemy and will drag
you down to a place where it will be difficult to move at all. Your willingness to do all that I have set
before you in a timely fashion will reap great rewards.” 1  

Those rewards relate mainly to the success of his plans with the Kingdom impacting more of the Earth,
but  there are  rewards  for  us.  Personal  rewards  vary,  so we shouldn’t  focus on heavenly rewards,  as
described in the Bible. As the Kingdom has a guarantee to supply all our needs while we draw from it,
that is one source of the rewards we can receive. Other personal rewards come from favour, blessings, and
Father’s desire to give us good things because we are his ‘gems’.
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1 – Marsha Burns “Small Straws in the Soft Wind” (January 18, 2022)    www.ft111.com/straws2022.htm
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